Dr. Linda Backman at the Ancestral Healing Summit
A FREE Online Event April 8-12, 2019
Presented by The Shift Network
Connect with Your Ancestors to Heal Your Lineages,
Transform Your Life & Co-Create A Better World

Dear Friends,
All around the globe, people have historically cultivated relationships with the wise ancestors in their
bloodlines for wisdom, healing, and guidance. In most modern societies, however, we’ve lost touch with
the healing power of ancestor work and with our deep spiritual connection to those in our lineages who
have a potent influence on our personal and cultural wellbeing.
That’s why I’m thrilled to invite you to The Ancestral Healing Summit April 8-12, 2019 — a global gathering
of leading ancestral healing experts and inspiring teachers sharing a powerful synthesis of spirituality and
shamanism, science and psychology, and ancient wisdom from around the world that will transform your
life and your lineages. This amazing 5-day event is FREE to attendees, hosted by The Shift Network.
Ancestral healing ties directly to our blood lineage in life today, as well as our soul lineage. Lifetime to
lifetime we reincarnate repetitively with many of the same souls. Each of us belongs to a small soul pod of
approximately 15 souls, as well as a conglomerate group of pods. When we discover our smooth, and notso-smooth, past life experiences with other souls, we find the common thread that can be unraveled today.
Our physical, emotional, and spiritual challenges of today are explained and resolved with the knowledge
of past lives.
I’m honored to be among leading experts, health practitioners, and inspiring educators — including Sandra
Ingerman, Gregg Braden, Dr. Sue Morter, don Oscar Miro-Quesada, Daniel Foor, Raja Choudhury,
Grandmother Flordemayo, Hank Wesselman, Heather Dane, Yeye Luisah Teish, Dawson Church, Langston
Kahn, and others, and hosted by Ancestral Healing pioneer, Lisa Bonnice.

Whether you’re new to ancestral repair work or you already incorporate it in your life, you’ll discover new
practices and insights for connecting with those among your ancestors who are bright and loving… to break
free from the painful legacies of those who are not yet at peace… and to open the door to healing and
transformation.
I hope you’ll participate in this phenomenal FREE online gathering presented by The Shift Network.

RSVP here for The Ancestral Healing Summit — at no charge:
https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/ahs19B1511B/B1511B
During this groundbreaking 5-day summit, you’ll discover:
 The relationship between past life soul regression and ancestral healing
 Life-changing processes to heal your ancestral karma
 How connecting with all sides of your ancestral lines helps you feel more rooted and whole (and
how this includes you if you were adopted!)
 How you can transform intergenerational burdens into ancestral blessings
 The connection between ancestral acupuncture and Recovering the Indigenous Mind
 Celtic, Jewish, Japanese, LGBTQ, African Diaspora, Hindu, Native American, and many more
perspectives
 How to grieve and metabolize generational pain — so you can stop repeating the same cycles over
and over
 Exactly how epigenetics shows that you are more than your DNA
 A framework for addressing transgenerational sexual trauma
 The connection between ancestral reverence and practices for erotic wellness
 How you can work with story, song, and your VOICE to connect with your ancestors and generations
to come
 Just how to flip your old, heavy inheritance — and turn it into a goldmine of wisdom and peace
… and MUCH more!
The Ancestral Healing Summit will benefit anyone who’s intrigued by the healing and evolutionary benefits
that come from connecting with our lineage on a personal, soul-level. Join me and the amazing panel of
visionary speakers in this series as we bring to light the curative powers of ancestral healing — which you
can reclaim in order to shift your present and our future.

RSVP here for The Ancestral Healing Summit — at no charge:
https://shiftnetwork.infusionsoft.com/go/ahs19B1511B/B1511B
Yours truly,
Linda

